incTANK Ventures Summer Internship Opportunity

incTANK Ventures is a seed stage venture capital firm located in Cambridge, MA that invests from $100k up to $2M in technology ventures spun out from academia. Investments are made in a broad field of applied sciences, with a focus on biotechnology, material science, and computational science.

We are looking for entrepreneurial graduate and undergraduate students to join us for the summer. Interns will be tasked with assisting in dealflow and due diligence. Interns can also expect a highly personal mentorship experience, with significant interaction from the firm partners. Requirements are a science or engineering background, strong communication skills, and a passion for entrepreneurship. A background in finance is not necessary. In closing, this is an opportunity where you will get as much out of this experience as you put in.

A weekly stipend will be provided to cover basic expenses.

To apply, send a resume and cover letter to apark@inctank.com.

The deadline is 6PM EST on Friday, April 24.